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A BEURLING ALGEBRA IS SEMISIMPLE:
A N ELEMENTARY PROOF
S.J. BHATT AND H.V. DEDANIA
The Beurling algebra L1 (G, w) on a locally compact Abelian group O with a measur-
able weight u is shown to be semisimple. This gives an elementary proof of a result
that is implicit in the work of M.C. White (1991), where the arguments are based on
amenable (not necessarily Abelian) groups.
Let G be a locally compact Abelian group with Haar measure A. A weight on G
is a meaurable function w : G —> (0, oo) such that w(s + t) ^ u>(s)uj(t) (s,t 6 G).
Then the Beurling algebra LX{G,LJ) consists of all complex-valued measurable functions
f on G such that /w e LX(G). It is a commutative Banach algebra with convolution
product and with the norm ||/| |w := fG\f(s)\u)(s)dX(s). The authors faced the problem of
the semisimplicity of Ll (G, ui) in the investigation of the unique uniform norm property
in Banach algebras ([1]). It is shown in [5] that if G is amenable, then there exists a
continuous, positive, w-bounded character on G. Then Lemma 2 (below) quickly implies
that Ll{G, w) is semisimple for an Abelian G. Since the theory of amenable groups is not
(yet) a standard part of Harmonic Analysis, and certainly not a part of Abelian Harmonic
Analysis, we present an elementary proof of this basic result within the context of Abelian
groups.
THEOREM 1 . The Beurling algebra Ll(G,w) is semisimple.
LEMMA 2 . Ll(G,u>) is either semisimple or radical.
PROOF: Assume that Ll(G,u) is not radical. So its Gelfand space A(L1(G,w)) is
non-empty. Let ip € A(Ll(G,w)). Then there exists a function a e L°°(G, 1/w), the
Banach space dual of LX(G, UJ), such that
¥>(/) = / f(s)a(s)d\(s)
JG
for all / € Ll(G, w). By the standard argument in the case of Ll(G), one can show that
a is a continuous function, 0 < \a(s)\ ^ w(s) (s € G) and a(s + t) = a(s)a(t) (s,t 6 G).
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For each 0 G G, define ag by
<*${9) = f g(s)a(s)6(s)d\(s), g G Ll{G,w).
JG
Then ae G A(Ll{G,u)). Now let / € radLl(G,u;), the radical of L1{G,LJ). Then
ae(f) = J(ae) = fa(9) =JQ (0 € G). Since / G Ll{G,u), we have fa € ^ ( G ) . Since
Ll(G) is semisimple and fa(6) = 0 (6 € G), we have fa = 0 almost everhwhere on G.
But a(s) ^ 0 for any s € G; and hence / = 0 almost everywhere on G. This proves that
Ll(G, ui) is semisimple. D
LEMMA 3 . Let Gi be a locally compact Abelian group such that L1(Gi,uj) is
semisimple for every weight io on G\. Let G2 be a locally compact Abelian group such
that Ll(G2, w) is semisimple for every weight w on G2. Let G = Gi © G2 be the direct
sum. Then L1(G,LJ) is semisimple for every weight u> on G.
P R O O F : Let OJ be a weight on G. By Lemma 2, it is enough to prove that Ll(G,u>)
is not radical. Let Ui and U^ be symmetric neighbourhoods of the identities in Gi and Gi
respectively such that their closures are compact. Define / = Xc/ixt/2, the characteristic
function of Ux x U2- Then / is a non-zero element of L1(G, u). It is clear that / " = XuiXu^
for all neM. It is enough to show that lim | | / n | | i / n > 0. So define
n-K»
U>I(S)=CJ{S,0) (s e Gi) and w2(s) = w(0,s) (s € G2);
m = inf{u>i(s) : s € Ui} and M — sup{w2(s) : s € Ui)-
It is clear that U{ is a weight on Gi (i = 1,2). Then by [2, Proposition 2.1], m > 0 and
M < oo. Also note that for any n G TV, u>2{s) < Mn for all s G U2 + • • • + U2 (n-times)
and
I l / X = f \fn(s,t)\u(s,t)dX1(s)dX2(t)
JG
= f f |x&,
JGi JG2
> f I ixi
JGi JGi
= f |x&l(*)|wi(«)dA1(a) f | x » (
JGi JGi
where || • ||i denotes the L1-norm and \ denotes the Haar measure on Gt for i — 1,2.
Then lim | | / n | | i / n ^ (1/M) lim ||x&. Ili<" Hm IIXuJll7" > 0. This proves that ^(G.w)
n—»oo n-K» ' n-»oo '
is semisimple. D
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P R O O F OF THEOREM 1: Note that if G is a compact Abelian group, then Ll(G,u)
= L^G) for any weight w on G; so it is semisimple. By [3, p. 113], ^ (Tl, w) is semisimple
for any weight w on H; so Lemma 3 implies that Z / 1 ^ " , ^ ) is semisimple for any weight
w on TZn, where n ^ 1. Hence, again by Lemma 3, L^T?." © H, w) is semisimple for any
weight u on TZn © H, where n ^ 0 and if is a compact Abelian group.
Now let G be an arbitrary locally compact Abelian group and let w be a weight on G.
By [4, Theorem 2.4.1], there exists an open subgroup G\ of G such that Gx = ~Rn © H,
where n ^ 0 and H is a compact Abelian group. By above argument L 1 (GI ,O; |G 1 ) is
semisimple. But the later is a closed subalgebra of Ll(G,w). Hence L1(G,w) is not
radical. Thus it is semisimple due to Lemma 2. D
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